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In this work, we explored the possibility of using a vector boson
fusion trigger in the context of a GeV-scale Type I Seesaw model.
We consider a minimal model, where both Higgs and Z mediated
contributions produce one heavy neutrino, as well as an
extended model where the Higgs can decay into two heavy ones.
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VBF diagram for studied processes.
V denotes gauge bosons, and the Z
only contributes in the Minimal Model
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VBF trigger cuts at ATLAS and CMS[2,3].
The cut on the sum of hadronic activity is
sensible to the decay channels of N. And it
is particularly relevant to this search
Sensitivity with displaced multitrack jets for
BR’s for N going into ﬁnal states of interest

Dilepton Minimal Model
Dilepton Extended Model
Jets Minimal Model
Jets Extended Model

Cuts used for displaced dileptons search[4]

Cuts used for displaced multitrack jets search[5]

Both scenarios are tested through displaced dilepton and displaced multitrack jet
searches. Using the VBF topology we modiﬁed the original triggers described in
the references. In the Minimal Model the number of surviving events was
negligible, so we opted for the Extended Model in which production and decay
are decoupled. For the displaced multitracks jets search we were able to estimate
the new background, so we present the sensitivity. For both searches the only
background is instrumental.
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